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We show that distributed Bragg reflector GaAs/AlAs vertical cavities designed to confine photons are

automatically optimal to confine phonons of the same wavelength, strongly enhancing their interaction.

We study the impulsive generation of intense coherent and monochromatic acoustic phonons by following

the time evolution of the elastic strain in picosecond-laser experiments. Efficient optical detection is

assured by the strong phonon backaction on the high-Q optical cavity mode. Large optomechanical factors

are reported (� THz=nm range). Pillar cavities based in these structures are predicted to display picogram

effective masses, almost perfect sound extraction, and threshold powers for the stimulated emission of

phonons in the range �W–mW, opening the way for the demonstration of phonon ‘‘lasing’’ by parametric

instability in these devices.
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The interaction of optical and mechanical resonances in
cavities has attracted strong interest motivated by a myriad
of new phenomena and applications [1–13]. Sound ampli-
fication by stimulated emission (the ‘‘saser’’) has also been
sought since the development of the laser itself [14,15]
with light-sound cavities being early understood as a
means to accomplish this goal [16–20]. Optoacoustic para-
metric oscillatory instabilities in Fabry-Perot light-sound
resonators [18] have been proposed to induce positive gain
with acoustic signal amplification [17–20]. In these de-
vices, light is coupled through an optical cavity mode and
is confined within the resonator walls where it excites
acoustic modes of the resonator. The cavity is modulated
at the vibrational frequencies leading to strong backaction
on the light field. These effects have been mostly studied at
MHz–GHz frequencies in microspheres, toroidal micro-
cavities, membranes, MEMS, and planar photonic wave-
guides [21,22]. Such microsystems are attractive because
they can attain high optical and acoustic Q factors (up to
107), with the implication of very strong coupling even at
low laser powers. Concomitant with this high finesse,
however, results in a rather poor extraction of both photons
and vibrations out of the device.

Here we propose a new and different approach to cavity
optomechanics. We report strong optomechanical coupling
at the sub-THz acoustic vibration range in planar III-V
semiconductor monolithic multilayer cavities. These de-
vices are based on the structures developed to demonstrate
single-photon emitters [23] and vertical cavity surface
emitting lasers (VCSELs) [24]. We show that for the
GaAs/AlAs family of materials, a resonator structure based
on distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) and designed to
confine photons (i.e., an optical microcavity) efficiently
confines acoustic phonons of the same wavelength. These
structures exploit the unsurpassed growth quality of

molecular beam epitaxy, and as we will demonstrate, con-
stitute optomechanical devices that can attain very high
mechanical and optical Q factors (Q� 105Þ, very low
mechanical effective masses (meff � pg), large optome-
chanical coupling factors (gom � THz=nm), and ultrahigh
vibrational frequencies (sub-THz), while displaying at the
same time very efficient extraction of both photons and
phonons.
Optical and acoustic DBRs are periodic sequences of

bilayers with contrasting physical properties: either optical
(index of refraction ni, and hence light speed ci) or acous-
tic (sound speed vi and material density �i). The optimal
relation of thicknesses between the two materials is deter-
mined by the light and sound speeds ratio. That is, d1=c1 ¼
d2=c2 ¼ 1=4�opt and d1=v1 ¼ d2=v2 ¼ 1=4�ac, respec-

tively [25]. Here �opt and �ac are the optical and acoustic

frequencies. The reflectivity of such a �=4 DBR mirror
R � 1� 4Z2N is defined by the number of bilayer periods
N and the impedance mismatch Z. The latter is Zop ¼
c1=c2 or Zac ¼ �2v2=�1v1 for the optical or acoustic
case, respectively. A resonant cavity is obtained by grow-
ing two DBRs enclosing a spacer. It is the reflectivity R,
and hence the impedance mismatch Z, that determines the
Q factor of a cavity. The optimal spacer thickness corre-
sponds to an integer number p of half wavelengths, and is
given by dcav ¼ pccav=2�opt with ccav the light velocity in

the spacer material. ‘‘Optimal’’ implies that the cavity
mode falls at the center of a DBR stop band, and the Q
factor is the largest for the materials chosen [26]. Typically,
DBR semiconductor cavities have Q factors �103–105

depending on N [27]. The key and new concept here is
that for GaAs (material 1) and AlAs (material 2) a ‘‘double
magic’’ coincidence exists: 1) the ratios of (light and sound)
velocities are almost identical (c2=c1 � v2=v1 � 1:2)
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and 2) the (light and sound) impedance contrasts are also
almost identical (Zopt � Zac � 0:83). This implies that the

same optical microcavity optimized to confine photons will
optimally confine acoustic phonons of the same wave-
length and with the same Q factor [25].

We consider a �=2 GaAs-spacer vertical microcavity
with DBRs made of Al0:18Ga0:82As=AlAs layers (see
scheme in Fig. 1), 20 pairs on the bottom, 18 on top. The
simultaneous optimization of the light and sound cavity is
illustrated in Figs. 1(b)–1(d): both narrow optical and
phonon cavity modes are well centered within the corre-
sponding reflectivity stop bands (Q� 103 for both light
and sound), and both resonant optical intensity and square
displacement are strongly amplified and precisely overlap
at the cavity spacer.

In a typical cavity optomechanics experiment, the wave-
length of a cw laser is tuned to the flank of the cavity
optical resonance [21,22]. The cavity vibrations modulate
the optical transmission, and with a spectrum analyzer
vibrational spectroscopy is performed. The change in
transmission can be expressed as �T ¼ ðdTd!Þðd!d�Þ��.
Here dT

d! is the derivative of the cavity mode transmission

peak (a function of the cavity Q factor), and �� is the
maximum displacement of the involved mechanical mode
[10,22]. The magnitude of the light-sound interaction can
be quantified by the optomechanical coupling factor gom ¼
d!=d� which describes the variation of the cavity mode
angular frequency ! with the mechanical displacement �
[10]. Based on the expression for dcav given above, we
write for the angular frequency ! ¼ �pc=ncavdcav, with
ncav the spacer refractive index. By identifying��with the
phonon induced variation in cavity length dcav, we obtain
as a first order approximation gom ¼ �!=dcav. For a �=2
microcavity with ! resonantly tuned to the GaAs gap

(�
gap
GaAs � 870 nm), dcav � 120 nm, and thus gom is

expected to assume values in the range gom � 18 THz=nm.
We study in this Letter the dynamics of the system

through a time-resolved experiment in which the mechani-
cal system is prepared in a given state through the impul-
sive generation of phonons with an ultrafast laser [28]. A
delayed probe monitors the change of reflectivity induced
by these phonons, which can be modeled as [29,30]

�rðtÞ ¼ ik

2

�Z L

0
dz��ðz; tÞ½EprobeðzÞ�2

þ X2N
m¼1

ð�m�1 � �mÞuðzm; tÞðam þ bmÞ2
�
: (1)

Here k is the probe light wave number in vacuum, �m is the
dielectric function of layer m, and zm is the position of the
interface between layers m and mþ 1. The probe field
within layer m is EprobeðzÞ ¼ ame

i
ffiffiffiffiffi
�m

p
kz þ bme

�i
ffiffiffiffiffi
�m

p
kz.

��ðz; tÞ is the variation in the dielectric function induced

by the displacement uðz; tÞ, ��ðz; tÞ ¼ PðzÞ @uðz;tÞ@z with PðzÞ
the photoelastic constant. The first term in Eq. (1) is due to
the photoelastic effect; i.e., the modulation of the cavity
refractive index induced by the phonon strain. The second
results from the dynamical change in cavity and DBR
thicknesses due to the phonon induced mechanical dis-
placement of the interfaces. The relative importance of
each of these terms will be discussed below. As for
�T above, the measured differential reflectance [�R �
<eð�rðtÞÞ if absorption is small] can be expressed as
�R ¼ ðdRd!Þðd!d�Þ��. Thus, if �� is known, by determining

�R one can obtain gom ¼ d!
d� .

Reflection-type pump-probe experiments [28] were per-
formed at room temperature with laser wavelength �laser ¼
870 nm in resonance with the absorption edge of the GaAs
spacer. The optomechanic cavity thus involves electronic
resonances in the light-matter processes, in addition to the
optical and acoustic resonances. Picosecond pulses (� 1 ps,
870 nm) from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser were split
into the pump (1–300 mW) and probe (typically 1 mW)
pulses [25]. Photon pulses of 1 ps are chosen so that their
spectral width matches the finesse of the optical cavity
(��� 0:8 nm). To enhance the impulsive generation of
phonons, the laser was tuned in resonance with the optical
cavity mode [31]. To maximize the detection sensitivity, as
in the cw optomechanics experiments, the probe laser
angle is set so that its energy is tuned to the flank of the
optical cavity mode [31]. Note that the laser energy is well
within the transparency region of the materials forming
the DBRs (�gap

AlAs � 415 nm and �gap
Al0:18Ga0:82As

� 780 nm).

Consequently, the phonon impulsive generation occurs
mainly at the GaAs cavity spacer. The photoelastic com-
ponent of the detection is, on the other hand, strongly
enhanced at resonance selectively at the GaAs spacer [32].
Figure 2(a) presents a typical�R time trace. The jump at

t� 0 marks the coincidence between pump and probe

FIG. 1 (color online). (a): Scheme of the GaAs photon-phonon
microcavity. Dark regions represent AlGaAs, lighter ones AlAs.
The number of layers does not correspond to the real structure.
(b) Calculated photon intensity (blue) and phonon square dis-
placement (red dotted curve, vertically shifted) distributions. The
central five layers are shown transparent in (a) to display a detail
of these curves. The thin lines in (b) represent the material
refractive index. (c) and (d): Calculated acoustic and optical
reflectivities, respectively.
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pulses. This signal reflects the variation in the optical
cavity reflectivity due to the excitation of electron-hole
pairs in the GaAs spacer. The inset is a detail of the same
trace filtered to display frequencies >10 GHz to empha-
size the oscillatory part of the signal related to coherent
phonons of the structure. Figure 2(b) compares the optical
reflectivity obtained using the �1 ps probe laser pulses,
with the measured coherent phonon peak intensity [derived
from the Fourier transform of the signal in (a)] as a
function of laser-cavity detuning. Maxima are observed
when the probe is tuned to the flanks of the cavity mode
[31], unambiguously demonstrating that the observed
oscillations are due to the modulation of the cavity reflec-
tivity by phonons belonging to the resonator.

To identify these modes, Fig. 3 (top) displays the Fourier
transform amplitude of the measured time trace (integrated
for all measured times). Three spectrally narrow peaks are
observed at �1 � 20 GHz, �3 � 60 GHz, and �5 �
100 GHz. The width of the modes is determined by the
experimental time window (0 � t � 3 ns), and it is not
reflecting the mode lifetime. Figure 3 (bottom) presents the
calculated generated spectral amplitude, considering an
impulsive (instantaneous) strain localized at the cavity
layer [25,31]. No fitting parameters are used; only nominal
thicknesses and published material properties. Three main
ultranarrow peaks appear at the same frequencies as the
experiment, corresponding to the first three (odd order)
acoustic modes confined in the microcavity. The even-
order phonon cavity modes have an odd (respect to the
center) strain distribution at the cavity spacer and are thus
forbidden by parity (the photon field intensity is even).

To track the vibrational dynamics in the optomechanical
system, a color map displaying the experimental windowed
Fourier transform (WFT) amplitude as a function of time
delay for the 20- and 60-GHz modes is shown in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) [25]. Strong oscillations and beating of the mode
amplitudes are observed, together with a strong dip of the
20-GHz mode intensity and a spectral displacement of the
60-GHz mode around 900 ps. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) display
the WFT of the differential reflectivity calculated using
Eq. (1). The observed behavior results from the interfer-
ence between the cavity modes and a nonconfined compo-
nent that escapes the GaAs spacer within the first �20 ps,
and is echoed back to the GaAs spacer at �900 ps [25].
The agreement between experiment and theory supports
the use of Eq. (1) to model these cavity optomechanical
devices in a simple and clear way.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Change of reflectivity recorded in the
pump-probe experiments. The inset is a detail of the same trace
filtered to display only the frequency components >10 GHz. (b)
Top panel: Optical reflectivity as a function of the detuning
between the laser wavelength and the cavity mode obtained using
the probe laser pulses. The full curve is the numerical derivative of
the probe reflectivity. Bottom: Coherent phonon peak intensity.

FIG. 3 (color online). Top: Amplitude of the Fourier transform
(performed for the full 0–3000-ps experimental timewindow). The
spatial displacements associated with these modes are depicted in
the shown insets. Bottom: Calculated generated spectrum.

FIG. 4 (color online). (a, b): Detail of the experimental WFT
intensity map corresponding to the 20-GHz (a) and 60-GHZ
(b) cavity modes. (c, d): Calculated WFT intensity maps.
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We use Eq. (1) to calculate g
ph
om ¼ �R

ðdR=dwÞ�� . We empha-

size that all required parameters are either experimentally
accessible (dielectric and photoelastic constants) or set by
design (the cavity structure). To calculate �R, well-
established standard values are used for the dielectric con-
stants of the AlGaAs materials. The photoelastic constants,
however, are less known for the different materials and laser
energies.We use a value of 200 for the photoelastic constant
of GaAs [33]. dR

d! is calculated for the probe tuned to the

flank of the optical cavity mode using the nominal structure
[25]. �� is the displacement associated to the 20-GHz

mode [see Fig. 1(b)]. We calculate gphom ¼ 83 THz=nm for
the photoelastic term, and gifom ¼ 3:6 THz=nm for the con-
tribution due to the displacement of spacer and DBR inter-
faces. We note that values in other NIR optomechanical
systems are typically in the 50 MHz/nm range [34], and up
to�100 GHz=nm as reported in GaAs disk resonators [10].
A related quantity that describes the length over which a
photon’s momentum is transferred into the mechanical
mode is Lom ¼ ð1! d!

d�Þ�1 [22]. We obtain Lom � 600 or

30 nm for the pure mechanical or photoelastic contribu-
tions, respectively. These values can be compared to several
microns for planar Si optomechanical crystals [22].
Nominal Q factors were used in these estimations.
However, a discussion on the actual cavityQ factors attain-
able in these planar DBR-based cavities, and at such high
vibrational frequencies, is required. For the reported sample
the nominal quality factors are Qop �Qac � 103, corre-

sponding to cavity escape lifetimes of �1 ps and �60 ns,
respectively (the difference arising only from the contrast-
ing speeds of light and sound). The theoretical optical Q
factor matches the experiment. Phonons are, however,
intrinsically anharmonic. From picosecond acoustic stud-
ies of 60-GHz phonon in GaAs [35], one can estimate the
anharmonic decay lifetime of the 20 GHz first confined
mode at 300 K to be somewhere around 30 ns. Thus,
anharmonicity may be slightly limiting the phonon cavity
Q factor at 300 K, but not at lower temperatures [35].
Roughness limitations to the phonon lifetime in MBE-
grown structures at these frequencies and Q factors are,
on the other hand, not expected [36].

With such large values of optomechanical coupling, the
question arises whether the proposed system is suitable
for the demonstration of stimulated phonon emission
through cavity parametric instability [17,18,20]. The
threshold pump power for a phonon laser based on a
two-level optical resonator coupled to a mechanical
mode is given by Pth ¼ ��2

@!=�2
R [17]. Here � ¼

�=Qmec and � ¼ !=Qopt are the optical and acoustic

mode decay rates, respectively; � is the mechanical fre-

quency and �R ¼ gomx0. x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@=2meff�0

p
is the zero-

point motion of the mechanical oscillator, and meff its
effective motional mass. To attain low threshold powers,
the resonator should thus have large mechanical and

optical Q factors, large optomechanical coupling constant,
and small effective mass. As we have shown here, the
planar DBR GaAs/AlAs system provides the required
optomechanic coupling and large Q factors. Modifying
the system by laterally limiting it in a micropillar structure
[27] allows us to attain small effective masses. We estimate
the motional massmeff using the mass density of GaAs and
AlAs, assuming that the mode volume is defined by the
displacement distribution given in Fig. 1(b) and the micro-
pillar diameter. Considering a micropillar �=2 cavity of
1 �m radius and optical and mechanical Q factors �104,
we obtain meff � 7:7 pg, x0 � 5:8� 10�7 nm for the
20-GHz mode, �R � 4:8� 107 Hz, and thus Pth �
60 �W (Pth � 30 mW if only gifom is considered). Different
strategies could be implemented to obtain two-level optical
resonators based in DBR vertical cavity structures. Namely,
angle tuning in large diameter structures [16], vertically
coupled double cavities [37], or laterally coupled double
pillar structures [38]. The described planar DBR-based
GaAs/AlAs resonator device naturally connects the domains
of cavity optomechanics and optoelectronics. Such pillar
structures are standard in the domain of VCSELs, single
photon emitters, and polariton condensates. The same cavity
optomechanical device operating as a VCSEL could in fact
provide the source for the pump photons. In addition, as we
have shown, a resonant cavity based on DBRs can be
designed so that evenwith almost perfect mirrors, the trans-
mission in and out of the cavity can be as high as 100%.
These two features could be particularly relevant for saser
applications.
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